ABSTRACT. Let % be a class of (universal) algebras of fixed type. 5t denotes the class obtained by augmenting each member of .X by the ternary discriminator function (t(x, y, z) = x if x $& y, t(x, x, z) = z), while V(Xt) is the closure of 5t under the formation of subalgebras, homomorphic images, and arbitrary Cartesian products. For example, the class of Boolean algebras is definitionally equivalent to V(Xt) where % consists of a two-element algebra whose only operations are the two constants. Any equationally defined class (that is, variety) of algebras which is equivalent to some V(Xt) is known as a discriminator variety.
INTRODUCTION
The attempt to determine which classes of models of finite type have a decidable first-order theory has a long and rich history. Recently R. McKenzie and M. Valeriote [15] have made great progress in the study of equationally defined classes of algebras (i.e., varieties) which are locally finite, by showing that such a variety is decidable iff it is the varietal product of three decidable locally finite varieties of very special kinds: strongly abelian, affine, and discriminator. Through the work of Valeriote [19, 15] it is completely understood which locally finite strongly abelian varieties are decidable. Though the same is not true of affine or discriminator varieties, it is known [3] that every locally finite affine variety is equivalent (from many points of view, including that of decidability) to the variety RX( of all unitary left R-modules for some canonically defined finite ring R with unit. Thus our understanding of decidable locally finite varieties will be complete if we can solve the following two problems (cf. This paper addresses the second problem.
(i.e., for monadic algebras). S. Burris subsequently generalized Rubin's result by showing [2] that if ' is any nontrivial discriminator variety then V(Yt) is undecidable.
Then in 1988 Burris, McKenzie, and Valeriote [4] developed some new and powerful tools to analyse certain locally finite but not finitely generated discriminator varieties. They were able to generalize McKenzie's result for V(SETSt) to prove that if % is a finitely axiomatizable locally finite universal class of finite type and % is locally homogeneous, then V(Xt) is decidable; and that if ' is a locally finite variety of finite unary type, then V(Yt) is decidable iff ' is locally homogeneous. In this paper we present some stronger tools and a new notion of "almost local homogeneity" in order to classify those locally finite universal classes % of finite unary type for which V(Xt) is decidable. This paper is a natural extension of the recent work of Burris, McKenzie, and Valeriote as well as of the earlier work of Comer and Werner.
We adopt the following conventions: fin denotes the class of all finite members of Z. An algebra is n-generated iff it is generated by a subset of cardinality at most n. A lower segment of a poset P is a subset L of P such that if a E L and b < a, then b E L. If A is an algebra of type L and al, ..., a, E A, then the quantifier-free n-type of (al, ... , a,) is the set of all quantifier-free L-formulas q(xl, 
A FEFERMAN-VAUGHT THEOREM
In this section we prove a Feferman-Vaught-style theorem for Boolean products in which (1) each stalk is homogeneous "modulo a designated finite subuniverse of bounded size," and (2) the designated finite subuniverses of the stalks are coordinated in a nice way. This theorem will be used in the following section. Suppose now that % is a locally finite universal class of algebras of finite type for which Thv(Z) (the universal theory of 5X) is decidable, and H is a finite algebra of the same type. Weispfennig observed in [21] that because the type of % is finite, there are only finitely many n-generated algebras in % (up to isomorphism) for each n. As Thv(Z) is decidable, there is an algorithm which, given n > 0, produces a finite set X, of finite members of I/H (explicitly constructed in some uniform manner) with the following properties:
1. Every A E X, is n-generated; is universal and locally finite, then any universal sentence not belonging to Th(X) must be false in some finite member of X, and hence its negation will belong to FinSat(5). Thus Thv(Z) will be recursive, which explains the parenthetical remark in the statement of the theorem. Remark 2. It is not hard to show that both the hypotheses and the conclusion of Theorem 3.3 are invariant under the transformation of % which replaces each constant by a constant unary operation. Therefore we shall prove the theorem under the additional hypothesis that the type of . contains no constant symbols. For the remainder of this section, let X be a fixed class satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 3.3 and this additional hypothesis. We need the following two lemmas, whose proofs will be deferred to the end of the section. 
Then Theorem 2.7 and Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5 produce an algebra A' e V(XN)
such that A'(t) Y k, as required. Now in [6] there is given an algorithm which reduces the decision problem for V(tN) to the decision problem for Boolean algebras with countably many distinguished ideals (the latter being decidable by [16] ), and this algorithm is uniform in the "input parameter" Nt. Hence it can be used to decide 0q. O Proof of Lemma 3.4. Let X0 c ' witness the fact that X is almost locally homogeneous, and let L be the type of X . For the purposes of this proof only, we admit the existence of the empty algebra 0L of type L, which is construed to be a subalgebra of every L-algebra. We stipulate that 0L E X, but continue to assume that 0L X.
As L contains no constant symbols, it is possible to find a finite (nonempty) L-algebra H and a collection &' of subalgebras of H with these properties: 
(7). This verifies condition (11). Finally, pick E(k+ ) E F and T(k ) D(k+l) E(k+l) so that E(k) < E(k+ ) and T(k+l)k = T(k) . (This can
TN
2(i), A' is locally homogeneous over Al n H, so Ax E Fhom(%/H). This establishes (i). (ii) and (iii) follow immediately from

ROSS WILLARD
Before giving the proof, we wish to compare our lemma with the corresponding lemma in [4] . The chief improvements are3: * In [4] it is required that T contain at least two --classes; we require only one. * Our assumption (2) replaces the assumption in [4] of the existence of a complete set of representatives for the _-classes in M, which generates S and is "independent" in a very strong sense; for example, Aut S must act n-fold transitively on this set for all n.-It is the first improvement which we exploit in this paper. For an illustration of the value of the second improvement, see (20] . Proof. &e, n ... n feklnF n n&-nE* #0 iff there is an N ae N, for some x E E* such that both N n fl* n .. Conversely, if T is a color-preserving bijection from L1 to L2, (ba)a<i, is a sequence of elements from B1 such that the sequence ([bj)a<t names each member of L1 exactly once, and (c,a)a<,7 is a sequence from L2 such that ca E T([ba]) and ca is a conjugate of ba, for all a < il, then there is a unique isomorphism a: B1 _ B2 satisfying UJBinD = idB,nD, a = r, and a(ba) = ca for all a < i1
Proof. First, note that we can assumie that
Now to establish that A is locally homogeneous over D, suppose C is a finite subalgebra of A containing B -and B2, and suppose a: B1 -B2 satisfies CI BnD = idI BnD. Let L1, L2 and a be as in the previous discussion, let ( Again because the number of quantifier-free 1-types realized in X is finite, there is a quantifier-free L-formula ,uo(x) with parameters from P such that
